
 

Abstract—The proxy signature scheme allows an entity 

called original signer to delegate his signing capability to 

another entity called proxy signer. Blind signature allows a user 

to get a signature without giving the signer any information 

about the actual message or the resulting signature. Proxy blind 

signature, which combines the properties of both proxy 

signature and blind signature, is useful in many applications. In 

this paper we analyze the Yang et.al proxy blind signature 

scheme and an improved scheme is presented to overcome the 

security weakness of existing proxy blind signature scheme 

based on DLP. The security of the improved scheme is enhanced 

by using the proxy signer’s private key and a timestamp value 

in the signing phase. The analysis shows that the new scheme 

resolves security problems in the previous scheme, meets the 

aspects of security feathers needed by proxy blind signature. 

 

Index Terms—Blind signature, DLP, proxy signature, 

timestamp.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

David Chaum proposed the concept of blind signature in 

1983, which allows the sender to have a given message 

signed by the signers without revealing any information 

about the message or its signature [1]. Blind signature 

scheme was widely adopted in electronic business in later 

years due to it not only achieves the unforgeability property 

but also the unlikability property. In 1996, Mambo, Usuda, 

and Okamoto firstly introduced the concept of proxy 

signature, which allows an original signer delegates a proxy 

signer to sign message on its behalf [2]. The blind signature 

and proxy signature have their respective advantages. In 

some real situations, we need to inherit the merits of both 

proxy and blind signatures. Several proxy blind signature 

schemes were proposed based on different primitives [3], 

[4].Since proxy blind signatures are combination of the proxy 

signature and the blind signature; they should certainly have 

the security properties of the proxy signature. Over the past 

years, to satisfy the demand of different scenarios, many 

blind signature variants have been proposed in [5]-[6].  

This paper is structured as follows: In Section-II we 

present review of Yang’s proxy blind signature scheme based 

on DLP [7] ; In Section-III we  analyze Yang’s scheme to 

show its weakness; In Section-IV we propose a new scheme; 
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In Section-V we analyze the improved scheme; finally, we 

conclude in Section-VI. 

 

II. REVIEW OF YANG’S BLIND SIGNATURE SCHEME [7] 

In this section, we review Yang’s proxy blind signature 

scheme. 

A. System Parameters 

The following system parameters are used in describing 

the scheme. 

qp, :  Two large prime numbers, 1| pq .  

g :  An element of 
*

pZ   whose order is q .  

m : The message. 

wm : The designated proxy warranty. 

*, qBA Zxx   : The original signer A ’s secret key, proxy        

signer B ’s private key. 

pgy Ax

A mod : A 's public key.  

pgy Bx

B mod : B 's public key.  

    hH , : Strong hash functions 

B. Proxy Designation 

1) A selects *

qR Zk  ,to compute    pgK k mod  and 

  qKmHkxs wA mod . 

A  sends  sK ,  along with wm  to the proxy signer B  via 

a secure channel. 

2) B  checks the equation   
 

pKyg
KmH

A

s w mod , 

 If it is correct then B  computes Bxss   as his 

proxy blind signature secret key. 

C. Blind Signing 

1) B selects 
*

qR Zk and computes 

 pgt k mod , and sends  tK ,  to receiver R .  

2) R selects two random numbers  
*

, qZba   to  

computes 

   pKyytr
abKmH

BA

a w mod , 

  qrmhe mod , 

qbeae mod1  
. 
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If 0� r , R  has to select a new tuple �� ��ba,  . R   sends 

e�cto B . 

3) After receiving e�c, B  computes kses ���c�c� �c�c  and 

send the signed message s�c�c to R . 

D. Signature Extraction 

While receiving s�c�c, R computes pgs as mod�c�c� . Finally, 

the proxy blind signature scheme ends with the tuple 

�� ��Kesmm w ,,,, . 

E. Signature Verification 

The signature can be verified by the equation 

 �� ���� �� qKyysmhe
eKmH

BA
w mod�¸

�¹
�·

�¨
�©
�§� 

��
.             (1) 

 

III.  SECURITY ANALYSIS OF YANG’S SCHEME 

In this section we show that Yang’s scheme is not secure 

against forgeability attack. An attacker E  can produce the 

proxy signature instead of  B  which is delegated by A . 

   Let m�cis the forged message to be signed. So 

E randomly choose *, qZKt �•�c  , to compute  �� ��tmhe �c� �c  

and
�� ���� ��eKmH

BA
wKyyts

�c�c�c�˜� �c . So the forged blind signature 

on message  m�c is �� ��Kesmm w �c�c�c�c ,,,, . 

Correctness:  

By the verification equation, 

�� ���� ��
�� ���� �� �� ���� ��

�� ��tmh

KyyKyytmh

Kyysmhe

eKmH
BA

eKmH
BA

eKmH
BA

ww

w

�c� 

�¸
�¹
�·

�¨
�©
�§ �c�c�c� 

�¸
�¹
�·

�¨
�©
�§ �c�c�c� �c

�c���c�c�c

�c���c

 

 

We clear that any entity can produce the proxy signature 

on the forged message. Hence, the scheme is not secure 

against unforgeability attack. 

 

IV. IMPROVED SCHEME 

In this section, we describe our improved signature scheme 

in order to eliminate the security flaws discussed in 

Section-3. We use the same set of system parameters as used 

in Yang’s proxy blind signature scheme given in Section-2.1, 

and a parameter for time stamp value β. 

A timestamp is a sequence of characters, denoting the date 

and/or time at which a certain event occurred [8]. A 

timestamp is the time at which an event is recorded by a 

computer, not the time of the event itself. In many cases, the 

difference may be inconsequential: the time at which an event 

is recorded by a timestamp (e.g., entered into a log file) 

should be very, very close to the time of the occurrence of the 

event recorded. This data is usually presented in a consistent 

format, allowing for easy comparison of two different 

records and tracking progress over time; the practice of 

recording timestamps in a consistent manner along with the 

actual data is called time stamping. 

The different phases of our improved scheme are given in 

the following subsections. 

A. Proxy Designation 

1) The original signer A  selects randomly *
qR Zk �• , and 

compute pgK k mod� ,   qKmHkxs wA mod . 

2)  A  sends  sK ,  along with wm  to the proxy signer 

B  via a secure channel. 

3) The proxy signer B  checks the equation  
�� �� pKyg KmH

A
s w mod� , if it is correct, then B accepts the 

proxy task and computes Bxss   as his proxy blind 

signature secret key. 

B. Blind Signing 

1) The proxy signer B randomly selects *

qR Zk and 

computes pgt Bxk mod�E����� ,and sends  tK ,  to receiver R . 

2) The receiver R  select two random numbers    
*

, qZba   to computes  

   pKyytr
abKmH

BA

a w mod , 

  qrmhe mod , 

qbeae mod1  
. 

If 0� r , R  has to select a new tuple �� ��ba,  .  R  sends  

e�c to B . 

3) After receiving e�c, the proxy signer B  computes 

Bxkses �����c�c� �c�c + β and send the signed message s�c�c to 

R . 

C. Signature Extraction  

While receiving s�c�c, the receiver R  computes  

    pgs as mod�c�c� . 

Finally, the proxy blind signature scheme ends with the 

tuple �� ��Kesmm w ,,,, .  

D. Signature Verification 

The verifier can verify the validity of the proxy blind 

signature by checking the following equation: 

�� ���� �� qKyysmhe
eKmH

BA
w mod�¸

�¹
�·

�¨
�©
�§� 

��
        (2) 

Correctness: 

We have to prove that  

�� ���� �� qKyysmhe
eKmH

BA
w mod�¸

�¹
�·

�¨
�©
�§� 

��
, 
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But     qrmhe mod .  

So if we can prove that  
�� ���� �� eKmH

BA
wKyysr

��
�  , 

then equation (2) is proved. 

Proof: 

�� ���� �� �� ���� ��
�� �� �� ���� ��

�� ���� ��
�� ���� ��
�� ���� ��

�� �� �� �� �� ���� ��
�� ���� �� �� ���� ��

�� ���� ��eKmH
BA

a

ab
xKmHkxe

xKmHkx

eKmH
BA

aabxsexs

eKmH
BA

aabsse

eKmH
BA

aasbea

eKmH
BA

axkase

eKmH
BA

axkse

eKmH
BA

aseKmH
BA

w

BwABwA

wBB

w

w

wB

wB

ww

Kyyt

gggg

Kyytgg

Kyytgg

Kyytg

Kyygg

Kyyg

KyygKyys

��

����

������

���c�c

���c��

�������c�c

���������c�c

���c�c��

�˜�˜

�˜� 

�˜�˜�˜� 

�˜�˜�˜� 

�˜�˜� 

�˜�˜� 

�˜� 

� 

�� )(

)(

1

�E

�E

 

�� �� �� ��
�� ���� ��

�� ���� �� �� ���� ��
�� ���� �� eKmH

BA
a

ab
xKmHkxe

xKmHkx

eKmH
BA

a

ab
xKmHkx

e
xKmHkx

w

BwABwA

w

BwABwA

Kyyt

gggg

Kyyt

gggggg

��

����

��

�˜�˜

�˜� 

�˜�˜

�˜�˜�˜�˜�˜� )()(

 

�� ���� �� �� ���� ��
�� ���� �� eKmH

BA

aab

B
KmH

A

e

B
KmH

A

w

ww

Kyy

tyKyyKy
��

�˜

�˜�˜� 
 

�� ���� �� rKyyt
abKmH

BA
a w � �˜�  

 

V. ANALYSIS OF THE IMPROVED SCHEME 

A. Security Analysis 

In this section, we show that our scheme preserves the 

unforgeability properties. 

Basic Unforgeability: Because the problem of getting 

private key Ax  from the public key Ay  equals to solving 

DLP, anyone else including the proxy signer cannot create 

normal digital signature of the original signer. 

Unforgeability: Because the private key Bx  of the proxy 

signer B and Timestamp value β is added to the proxy 

parameter pgt Bxk mod�E�����  and Bxkses �����c�c� �c�c + β any 

one including the original signer cannot forge a valid proxy 

key and create valid proxy signature. 

B. Performance Comparison of Our Scheme with Yong’s 
Proxy Blind Signature Scheme 

In this section, we compare the computational costs of 

different phases of our scheme with those for Yong’s 

scheme. We have compared the computational costs of 

different phases of our scheme with those for Yong’s scheme 

in Table I. From this table, we see that both schemes have 

same computational costs. 

 
TABLE I:  PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR  SCHEME AND 

YOUNG’S PROXY BLIND SIGNATURE SCHEME 

Computational cost    
Yang’s 

scheme[7] 
Our scheme 

Delegation HME TTT 223 ����   
HME TTT 223 ����  

Blind Signing HME TTT 245 ����  
HME TTT 245 ����  

Verification HME TTT 232 ����  
HME TTT 232 ����  

Total cost HME TTT 6910 ����  
HME TTT 6910 ����  

 Notes:
MT  time taken for a modular multiplication,

ET : 

time taken for an exponential operation,
HT : time taken for a 

one-way hash function.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we point out the drawbacks of Yang’s proxy 

blind signature scheme [7] and proposed a new proxy blind 

signature scheme based on DLP. We demonstrate that 

Yang’s scheme is insecure due to unforgeability attack. Our 

improved scheme can remedy the weaknesses of Yong’s 

scheme and meets the security aspects needed by the blind 

signature. In other words, the new scheme is more secure 

than the existing scheme. 
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